Every Vow You Break: A Novel
By Peter Swanson
(William Morrow Paperbacks, 9780062980045, $16.99, Feb. 15, Thriller)

“Peter Swanson hooked me with Eight Perfect Murders, and with Every Vow You Break it’s one of my favorites. I was enthralled from the beginning and could not put this book down. Unexpected twists and turns and an enjoyable ending. Bravo!” —Patty Reed, Ferguson Books & More, Grand Forks, ND

Libertie: A Novel
By Kaitlyn Greenidge
(Algonquin Books, 9781643752387, $16.95, Mar. 15, Historical Fiction)

“Libertie is an immersive novel and profound meditation on freedom — born free or formerly enslaved, in America, Haiti, or Liberia — while up against grief, sexism, racism, colorism, or classism. A much-needed inspiration!” —Alyssa Raymond, Copper Dog Books, Beverly, MA

A Little Devil in America: In Praise of Black Performance
By Hanif Abdurraqib
(Random House Trade Paperbacks, 9781984801203, $18, Mar. 8, Nonfiction)

“Using Black performance as an organizing principle, the book is insightful and personal. There are bits of Montaigne’s brilliance; Susan Sontag’s cultural criticism; Zadie Smith’s wizardry; and Ross Gay’s joyfulness. What a gift!” —Jeff Deutsch, Seminary Co-op Bookstore and 57th Street Books, Chicago, IL

The Lost Apothecary: A Novel
By Sarah Penner
(Park Row, 9780778311973, $17.99, Feb. 22, Historical Fiction)

“Three women, each standing at a crossroads, are linked by a small, blue apothecary bottle across timelines. Penner skillfully guides us along each of their chosen paths and their consequences. I could hardly tear to put the book down.” —Sandi Madore, Magnolia’s Bookstore, Seattle, WA

The Paris Library: A Novel
By Janet Skeslien Charles
(Atria Books, 9781982134204, $17.99, Mar. 1, Historical Fiction)

“The Paris Library brings to life the true story of the American Library in Nazi-occupied Paris. A testament to the power of literature and library places to bring people home, even during our darkest, most hopeless, and divided times.” —Alyssa Raymond, Copper Dog Books, Beverly, MA

Vera: A Novel
By Carol Edgarian
(Scribner, 9781501157530, $17.99, Mar. 1, Historical Fiction)

“Experience the 1906 San Francisco earthquake from inside the family of one of the most famous brothel madams. Edgarian combines lyrical writing with a cast of unforgettable characters, both real and imagined. I couldn’t put this down.” —Gayle Shanks, Changing Hands, Tempe, AZ
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